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PRODUCT DATA SHEET 

RANGE: 

CODE: 

Wastes

T80

DESCRIPTION: Chrome Auto Bath Waste



1. Check and familiarise yourself with all of the components
2. Offer up the main body of the pop up waste (Items L, O and P) to the bath, ensure 
both washers (item G) are in place.
3. Secure the overflow body, assemble the driving flange (item J) to the overflow 
body (item L). Before tightening this centralise the assembly into the centre of the bath 
overflow hole. Do not over-tighten or use excessive pressure.
4. Secure the waste outlet, apply silicon sealant to the area around the waste outlet 
hole in the bath, then place into position the foam washer (item K) and the waste flange 
(item F). Fit and tighten the hollow centre screw (item E). Take care not to damage the 
plated finish and do not over-tighten. Check that the operating cable (item O) is not bent 
or kinked and has some free movement.
5. The plain end of the overflow pipe (item N) fits to the overflow body (item L), 
this is a push on connection. The corrugated end of the overflow pipe fits to the waste 
body (item P). To make this connection assemble the connecting nut (item Q), the small 
washer (item R) and the conical washer (item S) onto the overflow pipe. Fully insert the 
overflow pipe into the connection on the waste body and tighten connecting nut.
6. Take the control knob (item I) and ensure the grub screw (item H) is fitted into 
this. Fit the control knob onto the brass spindle (item M) with the access hole in the 
control knob at the bottom. Tighten the grub screw, through the access hole.
7. Assemble the pop up plug, fit the nut (item C) onto the adjusting screw (item D) 
and fit this to the stem of the plug (item A). Fit the 'O'ring (item B) to the plug. Turn the 
control knob so that the operating lever is in the closed position. The operating lever is 
part of the waste body (item P) and is located just below the grid section. To be in the 
closed position the lever should be in its lowered position. Set the adjusting screw in the 
plug so that it is almost touching the operating lever. Operate the control knob to check 
that the plug 'pops up' sufficiently to allow the water to be drained from the bath. 
Tighten the nut (item C).
8. Fill the bath with water and check all joints to ensure there are no leaks. This is 
best done in stages starting with a small amount of water before fully filling the bath.
9. Once fitting has been completed carefully clean all plated surfaces. The finished 
surfaces on this product are hard and durable and should be cleaned on a regular basis to 
maintain their appearance. They should only be cleaned with warm soapy water and then 
wiped with a dry cloth. Under NO circumstances should any aggressive or abrasive 
cleaning agent be used, as this can lead to a deterioration of the high quality finish. 
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